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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we give a method for finding upper bounds for the absolute values 
of the differences between two latent roots of a lambda-matrix, that is to say, for the 
differences between two zeros of the determinant of a lambda-matrix. We specialize 
for complex polynomials. 
We intend to determine upper bounds for the absolute values of the 
differences between any two roots of det M(h) = 0, where 
M(A)=I,h”+A,A”-‘+.*. +A,_,A+A,, 
4 (j=1,2,..., n) being complex s X s matrices, i.e., Ai EM,,,(@). Here and in 
the sequel IP denotes the p x p unit matrix. 
It is known [l, 3, 51 that the zeros of detM(X) are the eigenvalues of the 
block-companion matrix 
c= 
0 4 0 . . . 0 0 
0 0 z, .-* 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 I, 
E Ws,&). . . . 
-An -An-1 -A,_, ... -A, -A, 
‘Much of the research for this paper was done while the author was a member of the 
Mathematics Department of the University of Eduardo Mondlane, Maputo, People’s Republic 
of Mozambique. 
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Clearly, the roots of the equation det M,(X) = 0, where 
M,(A)=I,h”-A,h”-l+... +(-l)“-‘A,&+(-l)“A,, 
are the negatives of the roots of detM(X) =O. 
The block-companion matrix of M,(X) is 
C,= 
0 I, 0 . . . 0 0 
0 0 z, -** 0 0 
I . . . . . * . . . . . . . . * . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 . . . 0 z, E wwl_m 
n+l 
(+A, (-$A._, (-;,-A,_, ... -A, A, 
According to a result of Rutherford [8; 5, p. 1341, the n2s2 differences 
between the eigenvalues of C are the eigenvalues of the matrix 
where X * Y denotes the Kronecker product of the matrices X and Y. 
We have 
C[C,l= 
4 AL A0 ... A0 j A0 
A0 AC, AI, ... A0 : A0 . . . . . . . . . 
A0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~.......... 
A0 A0 ... AC, : AL 
+="%2,"&). 
---__----------------L------ 
,-%*4z.s -An-l*Iw -A,_,*I, ... -A,*& j -AI*Im+ACI 
(1) 
where 
AA=diag(A,A ,..., A). 
\ 
s times 
If s = 1 [that is, if M(X) 
becomes 
is a polynomial with scalar coefficients], then (1) 
Cl I” 0 . . . 0 j 0 
0 Cl I, ... 0 I 0 
C[C,] = . b . . b. . . . .o. . : . . . . . .c; . .j . . . .I, . . . EKn*,*(@), C2) 
--_-_-___--------- 
, -&L -A,-11” -A,_& ... -A&,1 -&I,+?; 
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Let 9, denote the matricial norm on n/i,,,,&Q induced by the column 
norm’ I( . ]I1 and by the indicated partitioning of C[ C,]. 
Denoting 
where the maximum is taken over all zeros zi, zj of det n/l(X), and denoting by 
p(A) the spectral radius of a matrix A, we have [2, 6, 7, lo] 
If s = 1, then we have from (2) and (3) 
%P( 1;a ;), 
where 
Cl= i=l,F,yn_l {l+lAd~IAnll~ 
p= max i=z,,,,,n IAil’ 
Y= i~~~~~_,~l+lA~I+IAil~IA~l+lA~l~~ > . 3 
If s > 1, then from (1) we deduce 
fp(C,C,]) < ( lf’lpC”” l 
IPA+ IlCllll 
), 
where P=maxi=,,,,,,,I(Ai/I,, and so (3) becomes 




‘For A = (q,) E q,JQ we have IIAll,=maxi,l,z,,,,,~(~~_~~ui~~}. Of course, instead of 
)/.I] 1 we can take other matrix norms as well. 
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REMARK 1. If in the matrix (1) we take the scalar norm 1) . )I 1 of each of 
the n2 blocks, then we obtain 
s<2p. (6) 
REMARK 2. The bound given by (5) may be better than the bounds (4), 
(7) and (8), where 
I 
SG2 (~-1)+~~11u,/2-~l~I12 v [ 4; 5, pp. 13, 1331 (7) 
and 
if we expand det M(X) = 0. 
NUMERICAL EUMPLE. 
SG2CX [9], (8) 
For det M(X) = det (IA’+ A,X + A,), with 
2 
-9 
and A2=( F2 yt), 
we have 
(5): S < 28.4; (6): S <33. 
Expanding the determinant, we have 
det M(X) =X4 - 10h3 + 35h2 -50x + 24, 
and we obtain 
(4): SG64; (8): S < 102; (7): s < 93.32. 
REMARK 3. Let us now consider the polynomial [S, p. 1341 
f(z)=z6-z5+2z4+2z3+2z~+2-1. 
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We have 
(4): s < 5.41; (8): S<6; (7): S < 6.25. 
That is, the inequalities (4) and (8) can give better bounds than (7). 
Thanks are due to Emeric Deutsch for valuable remurks concerning the 
substance and the presentation of this paper. 
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